Outreach Home

This space is for information relating to REFEDS outreach and promotional work with other organisations. The following may be of interest:

REFEDS Strategic Plan

- 2022-2027 REFEDS Strategic Plan (PDF)

REFEDS Annual Survey:

- 2020 REFEDS Survey. Presentation. Results.
- 2021 REFEDS Survey. Presentation. Results.

Work with Other Organisations:

- ORCID Use Cases.
- T&I Hackathon

Promotional Material:

- Promoting Federations by federations.
- REFEDS promotional materials.
- Training.
- Distinguished Engineer Program

Visiting Amsterdam?

- Hotels in Amsterdam.

REFEDS Community Chats:

- Baseline Expectations (3 March 2022) - YouTube, Slides
- Browsers and Federated AuthN (31 March 2022) - YouTube, Slides
- All Things Schema! A Schema Editorial Board update (19 May 2022) - YouTube, Slides
- (Identiverse 2022 recording) - Giving Back: How to Contribute Your IAM Knowledge to the World (June 2022) - YouTube
- Federated Identity Management for Libraries (FIM4L) (14 September 2022) - YouTube, Slides
- Understanding the REFEDS Work Planning Process (17 November 2022) - YouTube, Slides
- Federated Identity and the Browser Update (23 March 2023) - YouTube
- Hub and Spoke Federations - Croatian National Federation: AAI@EduHR (26 May 2023) - Recording
- Hub and Spoke Federations - The Netherlands: SurfConext (7 July 2023) - Recording
- The Future of MET (10 August 2023) - YouTube
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